BEFORE
YOU GO

WHAT TO EXPECT
DAY 1

17.15 - 17.30:

13.30 - 14.30:

17.30 onwards:

Pick up from hotel/residence (for guests booking transfers). The
exact pick-up time will be confirmed on the day of the experience

15.15:

Arrival at Dubai Desert Conservation Reserve

Familiarisation with trailers
At your leisure

17.30 -18.00:

Guides will go around the camp and light your individual
campfires around the site

15.30:

Vehicles clear into the reserve at 3.30pm prompt. Late arrivals risk
forfeiting their trip

15.45 -16.15:

DAY 2

Briefing on desert driving and etiquette at the oasis where you may
also see oryx feeding amongst the shaded palms

08:00:

16.15 - 17.15:

10:00:

Safari drive to the campsite under Sand Sherpa guidance

Hawk walk through an ancient ghaf tree forest
Departure from camp to DDCR Margham Gate
Contact Rob on  050 5513910 in case you face any issues on the day

WHAT WE PROVIDE
Each camp trailer is equipped with
Rooftop Tent (L/XL)

Camping table

with dimmable lighting
inside and a light strip
under the platform to
illuminate your site

attached to the roof
inside each trailer

foldable
camping chairs

sofa

x4

Fridge/freezer

water

Shower water

floor
carpet

WHAT WE PROVIDE
Utensils
Note:
A washing up
container is
provided to reuse
utensils and other
items as well as
a drying rack for
you to leave your
utensils after use.

Cooking
Pot

KETTLE

CHOPPING
BOARD

CHOPPING
KNIVES

COOKING
SPATULA

Radio
handset

2X
PLATES
4X

BOWLS
4X

STEEL MUGS

STEEL CUPS

4X

4X

ashtray

INSTANT
COFFEE

TEABAGS

SUGAR

POWDERED
MILK

UTENSILS

hand
sanitizer

4X

Do not place kettle
on the fire/grill! Use
on gas stove only.
An inventory is
taken after you
leave, so please
ensure that all
items are present
in your trailer when
you depart.

DUSTPAN
AND BRUSH

firelighting
gel

GAS
STOVE

SALT AND
PEPPER

lighter

NEED TO KNOW
BATHROOMS

2X
We have two western
toilets on-site

2X
and two showers, besides
the shower in your trailer

Water is not heated, so for warmer water, shower later in the
day and for a refreshing wake up, try it in the morning

NEED TO KNOW
COOKING

Each trailer has an individual
firepit/grill. We provide coals and
15 kilograms of wood for each group.
Please ration this to make sure it lasts
the evening/following morning

NEED TO KNOW
Drinking water

The 20-litre Jerry Can mounted
to the front of your trailer
contains filtered water and this
can be used to refill containers
present in your fridge

NEED TO KNOW
Fridge/freezer

You have a dual compartment
56-litre fridge/freezer
We also keep some ice ready for
you to use
For specific requirements,
please let us know in advance

NEED TO KNOW
Shower water

You have 88 litres of tap water
present in the trailer’s main tank

There is a shower hose hidden
to the left of the fridge and
you can use this for washing
and showering

WHAT TO BRING
WARM CLOTHES

Don’t underestimate
how cold it gets in
the desert at night

FOOD

CLOSED SHOES

towels

BEDDING

MATTRESS SHEET

headlamps

A duvet or warm
sleeping bag will
do - bring enough
to stay warm

For extra comfort,
if required. All our
mattresses are
sanitised between
each use

Or torches

Meat and vegetables that can be cooked on the grill | Pre-made salads | Pre-made dishes that can be reheated in the pot on the grill
| Breads | Dips | Snacks | Marshmallows | Drinks | Cereal and milk or croissants for breakfast or eggs for the grill

CAMP RULES
Vehicles are parked away
from the campsite and your
food, drinks and bedding
are dropped off first at your
trailer. Follow the tracks and
your guide’s instruction. It is
not allowed to park vehicles
on the main campsite

If you are camping with
other groups please be
mindful of the noise

No littering! Black plastic bin
bags are provided. Please place
all rubbish in these bags in order
to protect the natural beauty of
our campsite for future guests.
Please remember we are within a
protected natural reserve

Always wear closed shoes
after dark as scorpions and
other creepy crawlies may be
hidden in the sand and it is
better to be safe than sorry

Strictly no fires to be lit directly
on the desert floor. All fires are to
be contained in our firepits. This
protects wandering animals from
getting injured by stepping into
coals, which remain hot long after
the fire goes out

Bring warm clothes and
adequate bedding. Temperatures
in the desert can get down to five
degrees at night.

Music: We prefer the sounds
of nature, but if you choose to
bring a speaker please keep it
a volume that only your group
can hear. Strictly no music after
11pm and please respect the
privacy of other campers.

WHAT ELSE ?
IF IN DOUBT, ASK!

